Tristebacio Club is an art collective founded 2018 on the banks of Ceresio, in the Italian-speaking
part of Switzerland. Children of a millennium shift, raised in transit and caught between south and
north, a group of childhood friends come together to unify their own artistic practices for a broader
understanding of the here and now.

shows
● 18.02–23.03.2023 | Spazio Display, Parma.

contact
tristebacio@gmail.com
@tristebacio.club
www.tristebacio.club
+41 77 532 00 62 (no whatsapp)
+41 76 323 69 94
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● 31.12.22–28.01.2023 | Tour Vagabonde, Lugano.
● 2022 | Sky is the Limit, Maglio del Malcantone.
● 2022 | TrustFall, group show, Toni Areal, Zürich.
● 2021 | Toi Toi, offsite, Paradiso, Molino Nuovo.
● 2021 | Ketchup Napalm, Pizzagate, Locarno.
● 2021 | Sudden Death, Pizzagate, Locarno.
● 2021 | Screensaver (hahaha), LangstrassenKultur + Hotel Rothaus, Zürich, (group show).
● 2020 | Still Toys, Spazio Morel, Lugano.
publications
● Sky’s the Limit, book, Edizioni Tam-Tam, 2022.
● Vision Mag (#3), by Riccardo Lisi, 2022.
● “A modo loro eredi dei Rabisch”, by Dalmazio
Ambrosioni, L’Osservatore, 2021.

For other information and insights consult our website (www.tristebacio.club). – Stay updated and subscribe to our newsletter (write us a mail with the text “newsletter!”).
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Sky’s the Limit (installation of 421 tiles), Maglio del Malcantone, 2022

“In the installation Sky’s the Limit— created for the occasion by the Luganese collective Tristebacio — the close relationship that the autochthonous civilisation had with local resources is called into question and put into dialogue with the present.
The installation stages the absurdity of today’s food industry through a floor composed of
tiles in which cows—symbols of the Swiss agricultural tradition—are transformed into machines thanks to a video game that creates a sense of estrangement.
In Sky’s the Limit, this estrangement—typical of video games—is amplified by the contrasts
it creates: between the synthetic material of the installation and the organic materials of the
surrounding space, between the lower position of the floor and the upper position of the sky
to which the title alludes, and between the use of an English title and the traditional context
of Maglio.
Through these contrasts, Sky’s the Limit refers to another estrangement: that of a production system that—despite being a product of the human mind—continues to oppress a
large part of our society and the nature that surrounds it.” (Niki Paltenghi)

“Sky’s the Limit” 36 pages book, ©Edizioni Tam-Tam 2022.
Credits, design: Niki Paltenghi, Tristebacio club, images: ©Roy Clavadetscher, ©Tristebacio club.

During last year’s lock down we asked 5 kids from different parts of Europe to lend us a piece of
their creativity by drawing for us. In such a difficult year for human relations we decided to do a
project that could connect people to each other. Inspired by Exquisite Corpse, a common children’s game where different styles are combined into a single piece of paper, we asked to some
guys to draw a part of a monster. With the drawings we received back we gave birth to two international monsters that have been printed on a limited edition of 25 beautiful scarves.

Toi Toi (offsite exhibition in 3 chemical toilets), curated by Tristebacio Club, 2021

Toi Toi is a pop-up and offsite exhibition in 3 chemical toilets located in different places
around Lugano. As the city of Lugano doesn’t want any alternative and cultural space to
persist, we chose as location for our exhibition the only place left where your freedom is
guaranteed: a wc!
The project aims to distance itself from the canonical model of exhibition of artistic works,
it tries to propose an alternative to conventional exhibitions, creating a welcoming environment and dialogue between the different artists in a place not usually suitable for this
kind of use. The intention is therefore to allow the viewer to experience the purest and most
intimate interaction with the works possible, without changing the nature of this particular
exhibition space.

Toi Toi exibithion book (8 pages), 2022. Credits, design: Tristebacio Club, images: ©Tristebacio.

Ketchup Napalm (installation on 12 monitor Sony Bravia), curated by Riccardo Lisi, 2021

“The main installation exhibited in the Pizzagate windows consists of twelve large screens that
randomly propose some shorts full of references to cinema and pop culture, united by a “final
moral”: the modern proverb according to which every time someone puts ketchup on pizza, an
Italian grandmother dies... This gastronomic version of the famous butterfly effect acts as a trait
d’union between the screens that fill the two windows visible at any time of day and night until 8
December 2021.” (Riccardo Lisi)

hahaha, part of Screensaver (group show), curated by Atlas, Zürich, 2021

“hahaha is an extensive, multi-format work that encompasses wall painting, embroidery, textile,
audio and sculptural elements. Through this body of work, tristebacio appropriates the generalizations of interpersonal communication, typical of the digital era. In this case, laughter, as
a basic utterance of a format-mediated conversation, which reassures and reacts to events or
spoken words, and frequently enacts participation in a dialogue that is not necessarily overheard. hahaha as common expressions in this metalanguage, lightly appropriates the advantage
of filtering the emotional reality of the user, who in most cases, not only is not laughing, but
would not laugh if confronted with the same situation face to face. This form of emotional flattening is translated, in this work, in the act of obsessively repeating and covering common objects
with this redundant locution, annihilating their expressive value.” (Beatrice Fontana)

Still Toys, spazio Morel, curated by Giacomo Galletti, 2020

“The works presented in this exhibition, although show a lot of variety in terms of subjects and
styles, reveal several points in common: The use of white dispersion paint, Ikea tablecloths and
cotton blankets as canvas, arographed or spray acrylic paints, rolled, spatulate. Working with
these materials means having large surfaces quickly available, at low prices and techniques
open to experimentation. Working on the walls of cities, they discovered that an approach to
painting can also be made of a fresh desire to see things happen and overcome the typical fear
of facing a blank canvas.
The title Still Toys, ironically refers to the widespread practice in graffiti of marking the works of
those who demonstrate a certain level of amateurism with the term “toy”. Taking advantage of
the limiting component of the materials, or the mistakes and working together, in discussion
with your friends, does not require a complex text that explains their deeper meaning. We feel
that Tristebacio Club has something that has always existed and that they have simply rediscovered: A love that goes up to 2000 per hour!”
(Giacomo Galletti)
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